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� Bringing Great Stories to Life 

"Not since Heinlein has there been such a 
well-delivered piece of futuristic writing ... "

***** 
- Publish ers Daily Reviews

SERIES: First Immortal Novel 

GENRE: Future (Technology-based) Fiction 

TAG LINE: Being first means discovering how 
different life can be. 

CONCEPT: The Borne Identity meets iRobot 

► Watch the Trailer

Kindle: ASIN B01 HOW0JKC 

Paperback: ISBN TBD 

Published: Ju l y  2018 

GHOST 

dhtreichler 

Sage Washington wakes to find she is the first person to transition to 'the singularity', human

consciousness in a robotic body that looks like her when she was twenty. But she learns she no longer has 

feelings or emotions. Reactions to situations are only the result of memories. Sage learns she only had 

months to live before transitioning and has only thirty day s to decide whether to remain an immortal, or 

return to her biological body. What seems a simple decision becomes more complicated as she increasingly 

comprehends a dark side of the future that makes the decision harder than she ever imagined. 

Review Summary: 

"From Sage's workaholic father, with whom she has a problematic relationship - to her giddy girlfriends, 

always "there" for her, even through this incredible life-altering experience - each character is given depth 

and texture, making them come right oft the book's pages and into your heart. 

Five stars to The Ghost in the Machine. Not since Heinlein has there been such a well-delivered piece of 

futuristic writing, deeply imbued as it is with man's tendency to overreach the boundaries of good science 

and good sense. 11 - Publishers Daily Reviews (See full review) 
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SERIES:     Second in the Immortal Series

GENRE:     Future (Technolgy-based) Fiction

TAG LINE:  How do you maintain humanity without
                 feeling love and hate?

CONCEPT:  A quest to learn what it means to be human

Second in the exciting Immortal series,
Barely Human is the sequel to
Ghost in the Machine.

Kindle: ASIN TBD
Paperback: ISBN TBD
Published: July 2018
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dhtreichler toured the global garden spots as a defense contractor executive for fifteen 

years. His assignments covered intelligence, training and battlefield systems integrating 

state of the art technology to keep Americans safe. His novels explore the role of 

increasingly sophisticated technology in transforming our lives and how men and women 

establish relationships in a mediated world. 

Keep up with all of dhtreichler's latest work and essays at: 

www.dhtreichler.com 

www.globalvinosnob.com 

www.bearmas.com 

www.ReelizationGlobalMedia.com 
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